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By Elizabeth Sellers

Sunpenny Publishing, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Katy Robinson, an unhappy young foster child, daydreams
constantly - of a proper home with her parents, of having good friends, and of being as popular at
school as Sandra Magill. Sandra has an enviable lifestyle in the countryside, with her parents and
her horse Tommy, and is always surrounded by friends. But when Katy dreams of doing something
admirable to impress Sandra, the results aren t quite what she had in mind! Her initial shock at
waking up to her new status as a horse gradually grows into acceptance. Being cared for by Sandra
s posse, and becoming friends with Tommy, all help. But Katy-the-girl is officially missing and being
looked for by the police - and when Sandra and her friends decide to undertake to find their
schoolmate, Katy finds she is able to lead them in the right direction. Through various adventures,
including putting the school bullies to flight, unexpected friendships and discoveries develop, and
the question is - will Katy decide she prefers being a horse, or will she try to find a way to become a
girl...
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A brand new e book with an all new point of view. I have got read and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through once more once more in the
future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III--  Ms. Tea g a n O sinski III

This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell-- Austin O 'Connell
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